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DESIGN
By Marina Kay

“Good design,” writes Sarah Williams 
Goldhagen in Welcome to the World: How The Built 
Environment Shapes Our Lives, “creates coherent 
places that have a powerfully positive effect on 
people.” This rings true not only of spaces and 
landscapes, but in buildings especially and their 
profound impact on our emotions and wellbeing. 
If the mark of a good architect is in their ability to 
translate spirit and vision into a form that awes and 
inspires, then these nine structures have wowed 
us.

D’ArENBErG CuBE, ADElAIDE, SOuTh 
AuSTrAlIA

Floating over D’Arenberg vineyard is a 
cantilevered structure reminiscent of an unfinished 
Rubik’s Cube, aptly named The Cube. “Inspired 
by the puzzles and complexities of winemaking”, 
the fourth-generation family member and chief 
winemaker, Chester Osborn, conjured up the 
idea for this five-storey structure back in 2003. 
His realised creative vision houses a new cellar 
door, wine inhalation room, virtual fermenter and 
restaurant, where South African husband-and-
wife culinary team Brendan Wessels and Lindsay 
Dürr prepare one-of-a-kind Michelin-worthy 
dining experiences. Artworks feature throughout 
the property, and the ground level harbours an 
Alternate Realities Museum. 

darenberg.com.au

CrAFT, lONDON, uK
Move over white on minimalism—Craft London 

paints a riot of buzz and colour in the new cultural 
hub of the Greenwich Peninsula development. A 
partnership with Tom Dixon and designed by Design 
Research Studio, the café, restaurant, cocktail bar 
and shop was initially opened in 2014 by Stevie 
Parle, acclaimed chef, author, food writer and TV 
presenter. Today, its three floors offer dining and 
activities including coffee roasting, bee keeping 
and meat curing. And, per Parle, “just outside is a 
new park by Alys Fowler with an orchard, a smoke 
house and a kitchen garden. It’s a dream project, 
and what we did is ambitious and a little daunting, 
but it has become an awesome, inspiring place to 
hang out.” 

craft-london.co.uk

Craft, London, UK

Craft, London, UK

D’arenberg Cube
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ShANGhAI TOwEr, ShANGhAI, ChINA
The spiral design of Shanghai Tower in the 

Lujiazui commercial district is pleasing to the eye 
while also serving a greater purpose: a tapered 
asymmetrical form with rounded edges, built to 
withstand typhoons common to Shanghai. Billed 
the tallest building in China—and the second tallest 
in the world—this shimmering multi-purpose 
skyscraper is one of the most advanced sustainable 
high-rises, notes Gensler, the firm responsible for 
its design. For one, the textured glass shell admits 
enough light to minimise the use of electricity 
throughout the day. 

gensler.com

OuE SKySpACE, lOS ANGElES, CAlIFOrNIA
Also led by Gensler: OUE Skyspace, a recent 

revamp of the U.S. Bank Tower. In addition to a 
lower-level lobby and an interactive exhibit floor 
on the 54th floor, it features an observation deck 
on the 69th and the 70th levels. Levels offer 
unobstructed views from the San Gabriel Mountains 
to Catalina Island. These are best seen from the 
45-foot, fully-transparent Skyslide that curves 
around the building nearly 1000 feet in the air. 
Designed by New York engineering team M.Ludvik& 
Co., we’ve been informed that “the Skyslide is 
structurally reinforced with a SentryGlas interlayer 
and ball joints that allow the slide to safely move 
independently of the connecting building in the event 
of an earthquake.” OUE Skyspace LA celebrates its 
two-year anniversary in June. 

oue-skyspace.com

Shanghai Tower. Photo: Connie ZhoU

Shanghai Tower. Photo: Connie ZhoU

oUe Skyspace. Photo: KaT GoDUCo

Shanghai Tower. Photo: Connie ZhoU
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520 wEST 28Th STrEET rESIDENCES, 
MANhATTAN, NEw yOrK

“I don’t think that architecture is only about 
shelter, is only about a very simple enclosure. It 
should be able to excite you, to calm you, to make 
you think,” said the late Pritzker Prize-winning 
architectZahaHadid. Her design for the 520 
West 28th residential building is a showstopper; 
its futuristic, curvilinear exterior so beautiful to 
behold, capturing the gaze of everyone strolling the 
world-famous Manhattan High Line. “I am equally 
proud of all of my architectural projects. It’s always 
rewarding to see an ambitious design become 
reality.” What a treat to see her work shine in the 
middle of New York City. 

related.com

pEAK TOwEr, ThE pEAK, hONG KONG
Hong Kong’s number one tourist destination is 

also its most avant-garde, architecturally speaking. 
Designed by British architect Terry Farrell in 1997, 
The Peak Tower—which contains a mix of shops, 
restaurants, and entertainment—is crowned by a 
360-degree viewing platform, The Sky Terrace 428, 
denoting its position 428 metres above sea level. 
The tower is accessed from the city via a tram.

 thepeak.com.hk

GArDENS By ThE BAy, MArINA BAy, 
SINGApOrE

Prized as the Largest Glass Greenhouse 
(Flower Dome) in the 2015 Guinness World 
Records, Gardens by the Bay is also celebrated 
for its Supertrees - concrete and steel vertical 
structures covered in planting panels resplendent 
with more than 200 species and varieties of 
tropical climbers, flowers, and ferns. Of the 18 
Supertrees, measuring up to 16 storeys high, you’ll 
find 12 at the Supertree Grove, with the remainder 
clustered around the Golden and Silver Gardens. 
What’s even cooler about the eye-catching tree 
towers is their commitment to environmental 
sustainability. Each has a rainwater tank and 11 
are fitted with photovoltaic cells that absorb solar 
energy to illuminate the Supertrees at night. British 
architects Wilkinson Eyre and landscape architects 
Grant Associates are the masterminds behind the 
gardens’ design. 

gardensbythebay.com.sg

Peak Tower. Photo: SCoTT FranCeS

520 West

Gardens by the Bay
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ST. MAry’S CAThEDrAl, TOKyO, JApAN
This rebuilt church—the seat of the Roman 

Catholic Archdiocese of Tokyo—was planned by 
architect KenzoTange, constructed from 1963, and 
inaugurated 18 months later in December 1964. 
Eight white hyperbolic walls shape the impressive 
structure in the form of a cross, and it’s been noted 
that the sheen from the external stainless supports 
“symbolizes the light that Christ shines upon the 
world and in the hearts of men.” The interior, a 
magnificent soaring gallery, accommodates 600 
seated and 2000 standing, and is frequented by 
many international guests. 

tokyo.catholic.jp

SIx SENSES FIJI, MAlOlO ISlAND, FIJI
Six Senses is known for keeping its resorts 

in harmony with their surroundings, and at Six 
Senses Fiji that symbiotic relationship between 
the resort design and natural environment is 
honoured. Architects Richard Priest and Peter 
Rankin emulated traditional Fijian style, using 
high-gabled thatched roofing and louvered timber 
windows and sliding doors to embrace indoor- 
outdoor living. The beach, marina and lush tropical 
foliage are backdrops for each of the resort’s three 
restaurants—beautiful spaces to see the sunrise 
and sunset. Interiors of resort villas are sheathed 
in rustic grass cloth wallpaper to offer sun relief 
and keep temperatures down. And their outdoor 
bathrooms, all stone and vegetation, make for 
serene bathing spaces.  

sixsenses.com/resorts/fiji/destination

St. Mary’s Cathedral , Tokyo

Six Senses, Fiji

Beachfront residence, Six Senses, Fiji Spa Treatment Bure, Six Senses, Fiji

Six Senses, Fiji


